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ABSTRACT/AESTHETIC STATEMENT 
 
 

WHEELS & CHICKEN LEGS: 
 

AN ESSAY COLLECTION 
 
 

STACY ALLANA CLARK 
 
 

 “Wheels & Chicken Legs” is a nonfiction essay collection that asks readers to consider how 

we endure our own human stories as members of the greater ecological community. The collection 

begins by examining the ways in which human identity is shaped by family history, gender and 

trauma. Throughout the collection, I suggest that by immersing ourselves in relationship with the 

landscapes and nonhuman beings that surround us, we will be able to heal, grow and move beyond 

the limitations of our human constructs. As the cover painting on page 8 attempts to visually 

express: we are part of our trees, our rivers and our mountains, one life form interwoven with the 

next. Ultimately, I hope my work will disrupt anthropocentric hierarchies of being by critically 

addressing gender, trauma and identity, and simultaneously celebrating the human and nonhuman 

relationships that shape us.  

  The ten essays range from more lyrical and descriptive styles to playful and even jocular 

recollections, while consistently centering both place and identity. A rather whimsical tone is 

apparent in all the pieces. The title essay “Wheels & Chicken Legs” serves as the thematic and 

stylistic umbrella for all of the essays included, tying together family history, gender and folklore to 

shape personal identity and a deeply held ecocritical philosophy. The subsequent essays trace the 

formation of this identity through family relationships, violent trauma, the challenges of survival and 

interactions with the ecological community. The second essay “What We Learned from the Badger” 

explores the narrator’s familial, often ceremonial reverence for wild spaces, specifically as taught by 
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her late uncle in the Adirondacks of New York. “Funeral for a Caterpillar” dives deeper into 

childhood memories in the Adirondacks to more specifically articulate this understanding of the 

human- nonhuman relationship through ceremony; by placing these pieces in this order, readers are 

encouraged to consider a more horizontal ontology of being.  

 “At the Edge of the Arc” continues to trace the development of the narrator’s identity by 

recounting a distressing childhood experience, which forces her to accept the ways that gender has 

and will continue to shape her reality. “To Be Clean” expands on this theme, recounting traumatic 

sexual violence that occurs in her young adult years in a sparse and disturbing lyric retelling. This 

fifth essay is intentionally placed at the heart of this ten-piece collection, as a commentary on the 

way we carry such trauma tucked deeply within the very center of ourselves. 

 The narrator’s relationship with water in “To Be Clean” is reimagined in “When Thunder 

Sings Alone” which uses a similarly lyrical style to comment on water shortages due to climate 

change in the Southwest, with the narrator’s personal struggles with plumbing at the tiny house as a 

metaphor for society’s inability to adequately address these issues. Again, we are asked: how will we 

endure? Meanwhile, an intimate relationship with her partner suggests the path towards healing from 

former trauma. “Languages We Understand” continues to explore life at the tiny house, as the 

narrator engages with the beings around her. Here, we see the compassion in these relationships, 

particularly between the narrator and her dog, her partner and the beings that share the area.  

 “Invasion of the Hissing Beetles & How to Live through the Night” expands on the tension 

of sharing space with nonhuman beings, using the prolific hissing beetles as a metaphor for the 

barrage of emotional baggage that comes with participating in human society— in particular, a 

materialistic capitalist society. We are both victim and perpetrators, just as the hissing beetles are. “A 

Lesson from Catan” is perhaps the most theoretically grounded of all pieces, providing a critique of 
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settler-colonialism by through a game of Catan as the narrator considers the way the rules of this 

game reflect our own relationship with landscape and property ownership.   

 The tenth essay “The Broken Teeth of Winter Beasts” takes us back to the tiny house as the 

narrator grapples with the complexity of her relationship with the life that she has built during a 

moment of seasonal transition, as she and her dog heal from injuries and find liberation and solace 

in the forest that surrounds them. In this final essay, this grounded yet lyric piece is meant to remind 

us of the central theme of this collection: in order to endure the shape of our human form, we must 

engage with and embrace the untamed spaces that sustain us. 

 “Wheels & Chicken Legs” contains some of the most polished and meaningful works that I 

have completed here in the M.F.A. programs, but that certainly does not mean it is complete. I plan 

to continue expanding this collection, particularly with the intention of including more stories from 

family history and more character descriptions to expand on the complexity of human-human 

relationships.  Additionally, I hope to produce more essays that apply a variety of theoretical lenses 

to explore and critique human society and relationship with nature. Finding the balance between the 

lyrical and the rhetorical is challenging for me, and I feel that I have finally begun to understand how 

to accomplish this throughout the past few years here.  

 I am so grateful to my time in this program, and although I’m sad to leave, I know I will be 

taking these skills and a wealth of knowledge with me. Most importantly, the relationships I have 

built here are beyond invaluable, and I have no doubt that these connections will continue to guide 

and support me for years to come. Rather than this thesis being an ending, I see this moment as the 

beginning of my writing career. After all of these hours of discussion, deliberation, perfectionism, 

procrastination and ongoing existential crisis throughout these past years, I think I finally understand 

how to be a writer: by writing, one letter alongside another, one word at a time.  
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I. Wheels & Chicken Legs | The Daughters of Baba Yaga 
 
 

 
 A full moon crawls from the nest of trees that span the horizon. I am standing in the front 

walkway, wrestling with snow that has transformed into an icy slush in the cooling evening air. My 

shovel is small, and my back is sending little warning reminders down my legs, melodies of electricity 

from my spine, but I am determined to finish at least one task that I’ve started today. The moonlight 

draws shadows in the snowy yard, and I pause my hacking at the ground to listen to the coyotes sing 

in the distance.  

 In front of me, the tiny house, or as we call it, the Shed on Wheels, sits on a small plot of 

land that we are renting from the local arboretum, tucked about four miles deep within the national 

forest. We built this house a few summers ago, inspired by the notion of shrinking our 

environmental footprint, and spurred into action by our desperate financial reality. Our 8 by 23-foot 

house has a bedroom loft, with stairs designed specifically for easy navigation by our large dog for 

maximum snuggles in bed; an almost-even wood floor; a composting toilet whose occasional 

malfunctions make me vomit, and a vibrant turquoise front door. We curse our cramped quarters 

with one breath and revel in our Instagram-worthy private paradise the next. Some nights, the 

marginal headspace in our bedroom loft and the constantly emptying water cistern make us want to 

quit this project of a house and never drive down this horribly pot-holed dirt road again. Tonight, I 

admire the lacquered branches that hold up the porch awning and smile at the cheerful slant of the 

porch. I blow a kiss to the rising moon and put a hex on the icy path that waits for me to slip. The 

moonlight glitters like jewelry on the tin roof and I walk inside.  

 The front door doesn’t like to move from its frame in the colder winter months, and I use 

my hip to push it open. The unwilling squeal of the hinges reminds me of a more curiously animated 

house, belonging to Baba Yaga, one of the most beloved and legendary fairy-tale figures my mother 
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loves to tell us about. As children, we would lie in our beds and beg for stories. My mother would sit 

next to us in our beds, stroking the hair from our faces and smiling at our demands. Okay, she 

would say in her Russian- Lithuanian accent. What do you want to hear? 

 Everything, we would say. Tell us.  

 My mother is a storyteller. She can speak something like half a dozen human languages. She 

translates poems in the garden and laughs when her plants grow rambunctiously, their viny arms 

waving in the breeze. She understands the way the woodpecker feels about the old oak behind my 

parent’s house, and she knows how the bear finds all the best berries in the bush. She always finds 

the best ones, too. She greets certain elder trees with a bow or a hug. As children, we always 

followed suit, and as adults, we apply these lessons to our own forest communities. My mother, 

linguist and teller of tales, is known to speak to coyotes. She says she understands their language of 

howls and yips and yowls, and we laugh, but don’t disagree. We know she is a witch, just like Baba 

Yaga.  

 A most notable figure of Russian folklore, Baba Yaga is a witch who lives in the forest in a 

hut on chicken legs. She is known for kidnapping and eating children, roaming through the woods 

and upending the lives of the hapless souls who are unlucky enough to get in her way. My mom likes 

to point out that she and Baba Yaga have the same hooked nose and bony legs, and when my 

mother is angry, her gnashing teeth look equally likely to bite.  

 Yet Baba Yaga is not a simply evil being. She is sage and wicked and ruthless and fair all at 

once, and sometimes, brave souls will seek out her hut on chicken legs for a chance to receive the 

witch’s wisdom. Baba Yaga will only help the true-of-heart, the golden souled of humankind, and 

she can read a human soul in one glance. If you are worthy, she will give you the best advice in the 

world; if you prove not worthy, you’re likely to meet a horrid and twisted end. The sort of end that 

the cruel men from the village met, in the tales my mother likes to tell.  
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 When my mother told these stories, she would infuse her own twist to the traditional 

Russian fairy tales: 

 

  Once upon a time, she would begin, a little girl named Maya lived with  

 her father in a tiny village in the forest of Russia. They were very poor, but they 

 loved each other very much. Here my mother would pet my head gently. Many  

 of the village men were cruel to Maya and her father, stealing their food and  

 firewood. Her father’s blacksmithing business was not doing well, and they  

 would often go to bed cold and hungry. 

  One day, Maya’s father asked her to go out to find— here my mother  

 would pause, coming up with something new with each telling— oh, some  

 matches. So off Maya went into the forest to look for a kind neighbor who  

 might be able to help. Of course, after wandering through the forest for some  

 time, Maya came across a mysterious hut on chicken legs. The hut stamped its 

 feet and shook its roof, and little bits of golden dust puffed out the chimney.  

 Baba Yaga came outside, cranky at being disrupted from her spells. She gnashed 

 her iron teeth in anger and said to Maya: You have disturbed me, girl! What do 

 you want?  

  Matches, Maya stammered. To start a fire in our hearth. My father and I  

 are cold.  

  Well, I am plenty warm myself, and I am starting to get hungry, growled  

 Baba Yaga. Find me a rabbit by sundown, or I’ll eat you instead.  

  So poor Maya, terrified, went looking for a rabbit. In the woods, she  

 came across a group of men from her village who were out hunting. Help! said  
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 Maya. And she told them all about Baba Yaga, and her magical house with its bony 

 chicken legs and golden dust spitting from the chimney. The men laughed at her  

 fear and called her names, but being as greedy as such men are, they wanted to know  

 more about the golden dust coming out of the chimney, so they told Maya to take 

  them back to Baba Yaga’s hut.  

  It was getting dark by this time, just like it is now— and here my mother 

 would wiggle her eyebrows up and down at me— and when Maya and the men  

 arrived at Baba Yaga’s, the witch was sitting outside in the dark, waiting. The hut  

 stamped its chicken feet and puffed more golden dust into the sky, and the men’s  

 eyes went wide with greed. 

  What did you bring me, girl? Baba Yaga asked Maya. I am hungry. 

  The men stepped forward and said to Baba Yaga: She did not bring you  

 anything but us, and we are here to take your golden dust.  

  Well, you are much bigger than rabbits, Baba Yaga said, but that’s fine.  

  We are big and strong, growled the men, and we will have that gold! 

  Baba Yaga smiled, her iron teeth glinting in the moonlight. Then come  

 with me. She opened the door of the hut and pointed to the cauldron in the  

 middle of the room, where the golden dust steamed up and out the chimney.  

 The men gathered round the giant pot, reaching out to grab at the dust and  

 leaning forward over the simmering stew. And the witch came up behind  

 them. 

  Ha! cackled Baba Yaga, as she kicked them into the cauldron. Ha! Ha!  

 She laughed and clapped as the men toppled forward, the stew bubbling  

 furiously. I imagined being Maya, watching in horror as limbs bubbled up and 
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 disappeared beneath the frothing surface of the cauldron. What a meal,  

 Baba Yaga cawed. Thank you, girl! 

  The witch turned to Maya and smiled. Here, she said, grabbing a  

 handful of the golden dust boiling up from the pot. This will make a fire to 

 keep you warm on the coldest nights. Just sprinkle some dust on your hearth  

 and ask it to start. Now, go home! 

  Maya ran through the forest and all the way home. She burst through  

 the door, where her father sat shivering. Maya wrapped a blanket around his  

 shoulders, and sprinkled a little golden dust on the hearth, where a wonderful fire 

 blossomed. She sat with her father till late in the night, telling him all about  

 what had happened.   

  Maya and her father were never cold again, and with the cruel men  

 gone, the village became a lovely place to live. Her father’s blacksmith business  

 became very successful, and they lived long and happy lives. Maya never saw  

 Baba Yaga again, but she told this story to her children, and her children’s children,  

 and that is why you now know this story, my daughter: out in the forest lives a   

 mighty and terrible witch in her strange little house on chicken legs. 

 

*** 

 

 In each and every story, Baba Yaga’s magic is dark and mysterious, and her home with legs is 

a constant character in the narrative. The hut is a magical extension of herself, as the house sprints 

from place to place in the forest, slipping through the trees on spindly, bony limbs. I imagine this 

house is as wily as its owner; Baba Yaga would be out collecting mushrooms and herbs, and upon 
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returning , might find her home has sneaked away to a new clearing. The witch would stomp her 

feet and pull her hair— antics for which my mother is also infamous— and go hunting for her 

house, cursing the devilish hut the way a squirrel scolds an unwilling acorn.  

 Mad as a hornet, and dangerous as the devil, and yet Baba Yaga would never injure the 

forest. The trees provide her safety from nosy intruders and shade from the sun, the creatures both 

food and friend in that order, and the mushrooms, berries and herbs essential to her magical 

survival. My mother has always treated the forest in this same reverent way, thanking the trees and 

collecting mushrooms in her pockets as she goes. Here in my forest, the ponderosa pines stand calm 

and patient, and I worship the lupine and penstemons every June. 

 Our home is on wheels, but it is fairly unwilling to move from this grove of trees. The tires 

lose air and sink deeper into the ground with each season. As our house sits in the moonlight, with 

its stubborn front door and reluctant hot water, the perpetual tilt of the porch roof and an 

intermittently uncooperative composting toilet within, I see my home for what it is: a contemporary 

hut on chicken legs, with the same mischievous and ornery mannerisms. 

 My mother is quick to point out that since she herself is a descendant of Baba Yaga, her 

daughters are also the heirs of this magical bloodline. We are the progeny of Baba Yaga, she tells us, 

and her brother, my uncle Amik, would always nod in agreement. But witches are not loved by the 

towns that they torment. Witches are not safe or sweet or patient. And I don’t want to be wicked.   

 But what does it really mean to be wicked? How does it feel to be seen as full of depravity 

and sin? Judgements of purity have so many horrifying implications. The countless so-called 

‘witches’ burned at the stake over thousands of years were murdered because their communities, and 

the men who led those communities, deemed them unworthy or undesirable. A scorned man could 

easily declare a woman like me a witch for spurning his unwanted advances, or for not rejecting 
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someone else’s affections in favor of his own. For looking tired, or looking too alluring, for being 

too skinny or too curvaceous, for not biting her tongue, and for fighting back. 

 In ancient Alexandria, the first well-documented accusation of witchcraft involved a highly 

educated and noble born young woman named Hypatia. Hypatia was a leading astronomer, 

mathematician and philosopher. Her Neoplatonist Pagan religious beliefs offended the Christians, 

who were competing with the Jews and Pagans for dominant influence in the region. After the 

future Saint Cyril became the Archbishop, this tension blossomed into violence. The Christians 

pulled Hypatia from her chariot and flayed her to death on the street with abalone shells, setting fire 

to her remains. It seems appropriate that the first well-documented murder of a woman accused of 

witchcraft was a direct reaction to her intelligence and disinterest in the beliefs of hateful, small-

minded men, who were emboldened by the political power of their beloved leader to the point that 

they literally tore Hypatia to pieces.  

 I imagine being Hypatia. Being murdered. Stones and boulders grind into my flesh, crushed 

to death in front of a laughing, hateful crowd, and my chest aches because I don’t need to imagine 

how it feels to be powerless to the sort of men who would rather see a woman dead than liberated.  

 This evening, when I call my mother and ask her to tell me a story, she tells me about 

emigrating to the U.S. when she was nineteen, and the way Americans talk to a woman with an 

accent. She speaks about her childhood in Lithuania, bored in school and bullied by anti-Semitic 

classmates and teachers, and how she never fit in there, either. She says my grandmother always 

liked my Uncle Amik best. She talks about spending summer days by the river with her father, and 

Amik stealing the hearts of the village girls. My mother remembers the way the forest smelled, with 

giant pine trees nodding in the breeze and the smell of a distant cook-fire, and we imagine Baba 

Yaga tending to her cauldron, cackling to herself and casting dangerous spells in the dark.  
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*** 

 

 My family tree has been splintered by anti-Semitism. My mother’s family left Lithuania— in 

1974, still part of the Soviet Union— to escape the ugly weight of being the unwanted Jews in a 

country where anti-Semitism was normalized and institutionalized. My mother makes her jokes, but 

a childhood full of enduring micro-aggressions is written in the furrow between her eyebrows. Even 

before she was born, the Holocaust had torn my mother’s families from their homes and their lives. 

My grandmother’s family suffered and died in concentration camps. She and her sister escaped by 

running on foot and jammed in the back of freights train, hiding in the forest and taking odd jobs to 

survive. Gita—my grandmother— would sit with me on the couch and tell me these stories in her 

splintered English, her mind wracked with dementia and her hands dry and soft on mine. She would 

piece together Yiddish-Russian-English words that I could not understand, stroke my cheek and I 

would listen. Together, we could bear the weight.  

 My grandfather Aaron’s family was murdered in the bombings, and he was compelled to join 

the Russian army to survive. He never spoke about it with me. He was a devoted pacifist and 

vegetarian, and a prodigious mathematician; his brain unraveled universes made out of numbers and 

symbols as he laughed. As young children, my grandfather would take us to lie underneath the shade 

of welcoming trees and teach us about negative numbers and the smell of pine sap. My uncle Amik 

taught us to climb those trees, jumping from limb to limb and walking barefoot up the branches.  

 In the early 1970s, following visits from Nixon and Kissinger, the Soviet Union began to 

cave to pressure to allow some Jews to leave under ‘family reunification’ initiatives. Getting out of 

the old country was not easy for anyone. When my mother and her family left the former Soviet 

Union, they had to denounce their citizenship to travel to the U.S. as refugees, stateless citizens 

seeking asylum. That was the classification: stateless citizens. It was my grandfather’s math genius 
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that allowed them to survive once in the U.S., first as a visiting professor at the University of 

Minnesota, three years at Wesleyan and then a year at Smith, until finally settling in western New 

York with tenure at Utica College. He died in 1999, followed by my grandmother in 2013, and my 

uncle, much too young, in 2020. My mother has not been back to Lithuania since they emigrated, 

and I tell her we should go back together, so she can show me the forests that shaped her. She 

smiles and tells me that she is ready when I am, but it’s hard to find time between jobs and dogs and 

kids and all of the forests we haven’t visited yet on this continent. Next summer, we’ll go.  

 The Jewish people have been persecuted and chased from their homes for millennia, and the 

experiences of my family are just a flash in a much larger narrative. My mother likes to remind me 

that being Jewish is much more than religion— it’s ethnicity, culture, history, the immutable pieces 

of our identity. The Jewish diaspora is a central part of this identity, and I have to wonder if my 

restless wandering and rolling house is a product of such a history.   

 

*** 

 

 While I listen to the stories of my people without a place, I wonder about my own lack of 

roots. I have moved from one town to the next, from one end of New York to the other, up to New 

Hampshire and Vermont, to Thailand, New Zealand, California, Colorado (my favorite) then up to 

Idaho, and now here, in Arizona.  It’s not that I don’t care deeply for each new town, but rather that 

my heart aches to fall in love again. But I’m getting older, and the friends who come to visit always 

ask: will you be staying? I don’t know, although it sure is nice here, I tell them. This aspen grove, the 

coyotes across the street, the way the sun settles into that same pocket of trees. But what about the 

willow trees I haven’t met?  
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 When we moved to northern Idaho, I learned how to leave for a different reason. The 

Panhandle of Idaho is known for being rural, religious and deeply conservative. The area is 

historically anti-Semitic, and racism and sexism were par the course. I chose to believe that these 

were negotiable character traits, and I was wrong. 

 I didn’t realize what being a Jew in the former headquarters of the KKK might feel like. My 

white skin and Aaryan appearance allowed me to blend in, but I knew what I was, and I heard the 

words the locals used about people like me. About anyone who wasn’t like them, or anyone who 

didn’t agree with their views. At work, my supervisor berated me for using words like sustainability 

to describe an environmental education program, because that was a liberal term, and such language 

could lose customers. I heard a man repeat ‘n****r’ over and over while he dined with his family on 

a beautiful Sunday morning, and his ten-year-old son laughing at his jokes. I erased a homophobic 

slur from the bathroom stall at the state park.  

 I learned about the Curse of the Panhandle from a customer at the café where I worked. The 

thing is, said the man, is either you fit right in here, and the place accepts you, or it don’t, and 

everything will go wrong for you. He left me with this knowledge and a table full of dirty dishes to 

clean up, no tip. I spent lonely days inside hiding from the wildfire smoke, the sun like a red onion 

in the sky. Our dog Kieko cut her leg open on barbed wire and I injured my foot; later that year, I 

could no longer walk. The curse was real, and I was not welcome here. 

 My partner did not understand the Curse of the Panhandle. He liked the endless forests and 

the uncrowded streets, and he spent weeks away from me, searching for wolves for his new job. He 

would tell me about meeting wolves and that it wasn’t so bad here, and there was nothing to be 

scared of. Being Jewish is a religion, he would tell me, and you’re not religious. Don’t be scared. But 

the wasps buzzed their violent anthem, and the wildfires grew closer, the smoke thicker. Me and 
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Kieko would stand on the porch at night and howl, howl at the land that did not want us on it, howl 

for anyone to answer. When the coyotes replied, I was grateful. 

 My blonde hair and blue eyes are a disguise that make me feel guilty and safe all at once. But 

this exterior cannot hide what I know of myself. Baba Yaga would see through this appearance, just 

like she sees through all of us. I am a Jewish witch-woman who lives in the forest, and I am a 

daughter of Baba Yaga.  

 

*** 

 

 By accepting my own story, which is threaded through the endless chapters of my ancestors, 

I can accept my home for what it is: a Shed on Wheels that can roll through the forest, an awfully 

tiny and perfectly small home that gives me a headache, a place where I finally, truly belong. I 

wonder if these wheels mean that I must always be moving. I long to belong to somewhere, and I 

worry that the wheels underneath me speaks to a permanent state of transience, to a wonderful-

horrible coming and going that has defined my existence. I’ve moved fifteen times in the last decade, 

and I am tired. I want to belong to a community, to be something other than the other but I can’t 

not be who I was written to be.  

 So I sit inside my house on wheels, and I pet the dog, and I wonder if I belong to anywhere. 

And when the tea kettle whistles, and I mix my honey-mushroom tea in my mug, I think about my 

mother and Baba Yaga. My mother belongs to her trees, and the woods belong to her. Baba Yaga 

belongs to the forest; she and her chicken-legged hut are a part of the forest, a moving, mysterious 

witch of the woods whose magic knows no limit.  

 Perhaps being a part of a place does not necessitate growing roots. Perhaps I do belong here 

in these trees that spread like a quilt around the house, keeping us safe in the wind. Perhaps I am not 
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the other in this forest community, but simply another kind of people with another way of being, 

and my roaming feet and rolling wheels are not a disconnect but an embodiment of my union to 

these trees and these valleys and these creatures that scurry nearby. Perhaps movement is 

connection, and I’ve belonged here all along. 

  I think about the story of the Jewish people, before my grandmother was borne, before the 

Holocaust, before Christianity. Preceding the ceaseless and generally violent uprooting of Jews, the 

Hebrew people were originally a group of loosely linked nomadic tribes. They travelled across 

continents, over lake and river and mountain, from one place to the next.  Maybe the Jewish 

diaspora caused by centuries of persecution is not the reason for the echoes of movement in my 

bones. Maybe the chicken legs of Baba Yaga’s hut are not there to aid escape, but for the simple joy 

of running, and maybe the wheels on my house are not meant for leaving but simply because there 

are more corners of the forest, with more mushrooms to pick and trees to serenade.  

 I call my sister to ask her how the world feels on her side of the continent. She tells me that 

the snow looks beautiful on the branches, and that she misses me. I tell her that we have magic in 

our blood, and she says of course we do. We talk about Baba Yaga, and whether we might make 

some baby Yagas someday. Yes, I tell her, we should. The forest needs baby Yagas to love its trees 

and creeks and animals, and we need each other.    

 I step outside to greet the night, and the moon is high above now. I howl at the stars and the 

coyotes answer me in couplets and sonnets. I sing to them my story: I am your neighbor and I mean 

no harm, and you know that this is the truth, for here in this house that sits waiting on wheels lives 

the daughter of Baba Yaga.   
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II. What We Learned from The Badger | For Amik, 1948- 2020 

 

 Around the same time that Amik decided to lie down one last time on his favorite rock, 

Derek and I were at nine thousand nine hundred feet, biking through wildflowers and stands of 

aspen and pine. I came around a turn in the trail to see what I have never seen before: hurtling up 

the trail towards me was a badger.  

 This stately fellow had someplace to be, and he was not going to be slowed down. He 

charged up the path, his body moving like a seesaw as he ran. After a long moment in which I tried 

to decide whether or not I should start to back away, the badger veered off through the wildflowers, 

his coat flashing white and gold.  

 Derek started to follow after him, but I told Derek to let the badger go. I told him that the 

badger was off on his own badger adventure, and that all badgers should do what a badger wants to 

do. I couldn’t believe my luck to have met a badger at all. I couldn’t help but believe that meeting 

such an elusive and notorious ornery being had to be an omen of sorts.  

 I have to believe that this was Amik’s way of saying goodbye to me. Like the badger, Amik 

has always been utterly determined to stay true to his own course. Amik’s way is the only way, and 

this is the way of being fearless and unafraid of diving into new adventures. It means being a crazy 

old geezer who jumps from cliffs to trees, tree to tree and tree to roof. It means being an artist and a 

teller of tall tales and believing in your own inventions. Being full of a million questions and asking 

them relentlessly and often, to the point that we all raise our eyebrows, Amik you should know it’s 

time to stop but of course you never would. Being a father and a grandfather and a husband and a 

brother and a friend, and my uncle. Bursting with creativity and mischief and half-baked theories 

about the meaning of everything. Amik’s way means being braver and more stubborn than even the 

badger himself.  
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 I am certain Amik left this world on his own terms; I have never known my uncle to do 

anything that didn’t suit him. What I think happened is that Amik found himself in a moment in 

which he had absolutely everything he wanted, and he decided that this was enough. Laying down 

on his favorite rock in his beloved river, deep in the Adirondack forest, with his grandchildren 

playing and his son nearby, and all of his children charging through life with their own beautiful, 

mischievous children— I think that moment was just so full of joy, Amik decided it was time to 

dance right out of his body.  

 I wish he hadn’t. Amik was supposed to get older and crazier and turn even more into 

Gollum. He was supposed to finish writing his stories and essays and read some of mine and be 

around for his grandkids to show them more of those beautiful moments he was always finding. He 

wasn’t supposed to go now, but a badger always does what a badger wants to do.  

 

*** 

 

 It was late spring in the Adirondacks, and we had camped the night before on Amik’s 

property, which at that time consisted of a large field sloping down to an overflowing creek. The 

beavers had decided to claim the land for themselves, and through their tremendous landscaping 

and building techniques, the creek had started to transform into a swamp. Mosquitos swarmed 

across the surface of the water in the evening air, finding their way into every warm corner of our 

bodies. The air was sharp and brisk, and while we bundled ourselves in flannels and pants, Amik 

decided to go for a dip in the water. He waded in like a swamp creature, and he grinned with pride 

as we called him Gollum. Still, even he did not last long in the frigid water, retreating to dry land 

after just a few minutes. We swatted and damned the mosquitos to a fiery hell, cursed the beavers 
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whose landscaping had attracted such clouds of insects, and crawled into our tents at sunset to hide 

from their itching bites.   

 In the morning, we set out on a hike to Pharoah Lake, walking down a rocky, overgrown 

path through the wilderness area. I pushed my eleven-year-old legs as fast as they would go, racing 

to keep up with Amik and his youngest teenaged son, Dennis. My mom carried a loaded backpack 

with all of our gear, and I left her to walk alone, smiling in the rear, as I chased my male family 

members. I worshipped my cousin Dennis and needed to prove myself to Amik; I was just as tough 

as any man, no matter how old I was.  

 Amik scampered up cliffs and convinced us to eat leaves and berries that he collected, 

enthusiastically chewing on bits of plants as he tried to convince us; I would stall until my mom 

caught up and nodded her approval. Dennis called him a crazy old geezer and Amik smiled and 

disappeared back into the brush. The miles passed and I didn’t mention the blisters forming on my 

heels, saving my breath for the trail. (Later, Amik convinced me to hike barefoot, and was very 

displeased when my mother opted for band-aids. When the sun set and we were still walking, 

wondering if we were actually lost instead of just disoriented, I thanked her.) 

 When we arrived at the lake, I sat down on the rock shore, dipping my fingers in the frigid 

spring melt. It was too cold to swim so early in the season, and my mom passed me snacks and bug 

spray. The sun kept us warm as we rested, and the lake glittered blue-green mysteries. Amik 

crouched next to me, nodding. Yes, he said. This is it. A good rock. Good spot. 

 Yes, I said, and Amik sat down next to me. This is good, he said to no one in particular. This 

is what it’s all about. He kicked off his shoes, closed his eyes and lay back on the sunbaked rock, and 

after a little while, so did I.  

 

*** 
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 When Amik took his final nap, we were deep in the clutches of a pandemic-stricken world, 

so I wasn’t able to travel to the funeral and say goodbye the way that humans like to do. Instead, 

Derek and I drove up to my favorite place in Colorado, to the town where we lived when Amik 

came out to visit a few years ago.  

 We biked up a hill where Amik had taken Derek mushroom hunting that summer. Derek 

told me that Amik had buoyantly led the charge in a barefoot bushwhack through the aspens with 

armfuls of chanterelles. They had collected piles of chanterelles, eating as they went— only for 

everyone to end up with a serious case of the runs the next day. Afterwards, Amik mentioned that 

it’s usually better to cook them first, but that a little diarrhea cleans out the system. Like always, that 

wasn’t quite the point, but he also wasn’t wrong. It’s impossible to disagree with someone who is 

telling their own story. 

 Sitting on top of that hill in the forest and imagining a joyful Amik charging barefoot 

through the trees, he didn’t feel so far away. At the bottom of the hill, a rainbow bowed over the 

mountains, and I remembered a lesson from the badger himself: spin some yarns, get lost in the 

forest, and find a sunny spot to watch it all unfold.  
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III. Funeral for a Caterpillar 

 

When I was six, I held a funeral for a caterpillar. It was the brown fuzzy type, an Eastern 

Tent caterpillar, the kind that moves at an endearingly slow pace and is just inoffensive enough to be 

classified as cute. Malacosoma Americanum, my favorite kind; mostly brown, but also orange and 

white and pale yellow, like late September in the Adirondacks. We would go adventuring up to the 

‘dacks in northern New York every summer to go canoe camping, my family and me. We had spent 

this first afternoon paddling across the lake, setting up the tents and exploring the perimeters of our 

campsite.  

In the late afternoon light, the forest was busy with thoughtful shadows and golden-orange 

light. I walked the edge of the clearing, along the edge of the lake and back up towards our tent. It 

was then that I found the small brown body, lying in a silent coil in the dirt. 

I blew on it, and the dead caterpillar tumbled across the ground. I stroked its silky fur and 

examined the area, this wild place where life begins and ends all at once. Picking it up, I stood and 

studied: a silent body, small and still in the palm of my hand. 

I began to construct a burial site. I gathered tiny twigs, creating a series of concentric circles. 

I drew swirls in the dirt and dug a shallow hole in the center. I knelt and started to hum, low and 

rhythmical, a tune I believed a caterpillar might enjoy. Picking up the leaf-shrouded body with care, I 

gave a ceremonial twist of my wrists and dropped the body in the grave. Using my fingers, I began 

to spread dirt over it, until the surface was level. I knelt and placed the smooth rock that I had 

selected as the tombstone in the center and leaned back to admire my work. 

Down at the edge of the lake, I let the water kiss my bare feet. I ran my palms across the 

surface and watched the ripples glide away. My mother came to sit with me. Do you like it out here, 

in the wild? she asked.  
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 I nodded. Do you want to swim? Yes, I said, and went to put on my bathing suit. When I 

returned, we slipped into the lake like a pair of silent thieves, our bodies churning the surface of the 

water into a wave of shattered gold. 

 

*** 

 

 Over a quarter of a century later, and I am still sneaking moments in the forest, stealing the 

last moments of sunlight from the sky. Although the ponderosa forests of Flagstaff are quite 

different than the diverse deciduous woods of my youth, I feel safe amongst these piney cousins. I 

move through the forest to find my way back to myself, a burglar of beauty and kidnapper of 

afternoons strolls. 

I cannot resist these trails that trace the horizon. I breathe in juniper and exhale pinion. I 

taste dust and sunbeams in the high desert air, wishing my lungs could breathe deeper. This call to 

find my way outside feels more urgent than ever. Life is accelerating. There is always another email, 

an updated Facebook status, a voice on the line hoping for a donation, a vote, a desperate need that 

must be met right now, or else. Blinking screens demand attention. I scroll my thumb and lose track 

of ideas and memories, forget about the way it feels to dip my toes in creeks as I fight my way 

through the battering waves of social media.   

And yet still, the land comes last.  

 

*** 
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 This winter, I visit the Adirondacks again. My parents chat as we drive down the winding 

roads, and the radio murmurs softly. I feel carsick from the curving roads. Cell service disappears, so 

I put my phone down and look out the window.  

 Trees line the edge of the road, reaching for the pale blue sky like starving arms grabbing at 

the sun. We wind our way along the edge of a lake, frozen and still, the ice sweeping across the 

surface. I crack my window, and the cold air chews at my face.  

 Parking, we walk along a rustic dirt road, climbing steeply through the forest. Frozen 

puddles sprawl across the path, and a thin layer of snow spreads like a veil across the ground. I 

watch my steps carefully, and when we stop for a breath, I peer into the trees. 

 At that moment, I am smacked in the face by a frantic winged body. A small brown moth 

throws itself against my cheek, fluttering wildly and crashing into the ground. I swat at it, missing 

repeatedly. The moth suddenly dives and falls to the ground, its tan and brown wings blending with 

the leaves below. The pattern is remarkably beautiful, the wings like little spindles of silk. I peer 

closer, admiring the camouflage. If it hadn’t flown right into me, I wouldn’t have noticed it at all. 

 I didn’t realize right away, but in front of me was a grownup Malacosoma Americanum. 

When the stars aligned just so, the inoffensive fuzzy squiggle would transform into a crazed winged 

artist. Leaving the Eastern Tent moth undisturbed, I walk a wide circle around it to continue on my 

way. Like the funeral I had held for the moth’s family member long before, I could not resist the 

idea that I had just participated in something bigger than my own human life.  

 

*** 

 

As it turns out, Malacosoma Americanum is frequently considered a nuisance, even a pest. 

Known for being one of the most social of their species, the little Eastern Tents are infamous for 
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building draping, silk-like homes on the branches of neighborhood trees, often chewing off the 

leaves. We have certainly all cursed and swatted away their brown moth bodies when they pull their 

dreadful kamikaze tricks, crashing into our flashlights or headlamps. In the house where I live now, 

my partner and I have a designated moth graveyard, and sometimes I turn on the vacuum and let the 

hose gulp down their bodies like jellybeans.  

To the moth, we are the bane and burden. Smashing and swatting, humans are relentless 

murderers. As the moth tries to rest, we appear and destroy. And yet the moth is our nemesis: 

shutting our eyes and flailing our arms, we attempt to fend off their invasions  

Looking at it this way, humans and the Eastern Tent have a lot in common. We both build 

obtrusive structures, destroying our neighborhoods as we move in. We crash into the world around 

us with such a wild intensity that we don’t even understand our own motives. But the moth belongs 

to the wild, does it not?  

 

*** 

 

In the wilderness, each being must fight for its survival, and the success of one species may 

take a toll on another, for a little while. Yet the ebb and flow of the ecological community is cyclical. 

After decades of strict forest management and fire suppression, we are recognizing that the forests 

depended on these fires all along. Rather than continuing to exert control, we are beginning to 

realize that we simply need to let our wilderness spaces be just that: wild.  

Our conception of wilderness as a beautiful, meaningful departure from our human-centric 

reality remains alive and well. But beyond that, we are on the brink of realizing something even more 

exciting: perhaps humans, through all of our strange metamorphosis and pesky behaviors, are not 

entirely separate from the wild after all. Our science is showing us that all of our human actions 
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indoors have an impact on the outside world around us; we are part of the ecological landscape. 

Moths can live in houses, humans can live outdoors, and the domesticated animals often do both. 

Our most sacred rituals do not have to be reserved for humans. We can, and should, include the 

nonhuman beings with whom we connect and collide.  

After all, we can have funerals for caterpillars, can’t we? 
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IV. At the Edge of the Arc 

 

 We were kids, and his name was Joe. Joey. No one liked him; he moved in all the wrong 

directions, with limbs that were both too thin and too large for his pant legs. Always wearing the 

same sets of clothes, every day: a striped short-sleeve t-shirt with a pocket on the chest, light blue 

jeans with a stretch elastic waistband that didn’t quite reach his bony ankles, clad in tall generic white 

socks worn exclusively by old people and children. His backpack was too big and always noticeably 

empty. He picked his nose and smelled like vinegar and peanut butter. Joe ate his lunch at the same 

table as the rest of us, but the chair next to him was empty, and the brown paper bag his lunch was 

packed in would sit, crumbled, at the far end of the table, looking deflated and worn. 

 I sat at the boys’ table, because I wanted to, and as one of the fastest runners in the school, I 

had a level of authority over my classmates. My competitiveness translated into success in the 

classroom, and I was never lacking for lunch buddies. I refused to wear dresses and would fight with 

my mother and her hairbrush on picture days; the label of ‘tomboy’ was a matter of pride. I sat 

where I wanted to sit, convinced the other kids to trade my apples for their fruit roll-ups and 

gushers and then for those hexagon-shaped brownies with white swirl down the center. I bartered 

for my lunch. I drew pictures of imaginary monsters, creatures with long teeth and sharp tails, jagged 

scales and smoke curling out of their nostrils.  

 Joey was there from the beginning, like me, like most of us. It was a small town, and 

although a lot of cars drove through it, only the locals would stop. Our elementary school was not 

big but not too old or shabby, and the principal knew most of our names. We were regularly 

congratulated for being young children, and we would nod and think longingly of recess. I liked 

pretty much everyone and, as far as I could tell, was mostly liked in return. Our class had a 
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reputation for kindness, and I went to peer mentorship courses and even got to do the morning 

announcements as the school president.  

 But in third grade, I stopped liking Joey Michaels.  

 I don’t remember what time of year it was; maybe springtime, because we weren’t wearing 

coats or hats, and the afternoon light was vibrant, golden. Trees were probably busy turning green, 

stretching their leaves out like wagging fingers. We were on the playground, a bunch of us, and the 

lunch monitor kept warning us that we would break our ankles and also go to the principal’s office if 

we jumped off the swings one-more-time.  

 This, of course, was the entire point of swings: that feeling you have when you let go, right at 

the edge of the arc, suspended in the air and trusting the ground to catch you. Gravity doesn’t exist, 

for just one tiny sliver of time, as you float above the earth. Then you drop so fast there isn’t even 

space to blink, trying to somehow land on your feet, your heart in your stomach and your stomach 

in your throat and suddenly you are back on the ground, wood chips spraying everywhere and your 

body back where it belongs.  

 But we weren’t allowed to jump off the swings, so I stopped swinging and joined a game of 

tag. I wasn’t IT, that much I remember. I ran up the slide, because slides are more fun when you go 

the wrong way, and stood on the tall platform, my eyes peeled for danger.  

 Joey climbed up on the platform behind me. Ha! he shouted. Got you! 

 I danced backwards, just out of his reach, and turned to run. He grabbed my wrist, and I 

tried to pull my arm back. His face loomed towards me and his hand around my arm was clammy 

and hot. Across his nose, the freckles against his pale skin were alarmingly dark. 

 Let go, I told him. Let go! 

 Joey tightened his grip and I suddenly realized that I might actually not be able to get away. I 

was trapped like those stupid hamsters in their glass boxes that lived in the back of the classroom, 
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with worlds only as big as we allowed them to be. Joe was stronger than me; I had never before 

encountered my physical strength directly against another human’s, and the realization that I was the 

weak one both humiliated and terrified me. 

 Joey pulled my wrist and I wriggled and strained and tried to escape, but I couldn’t. The 

edges of his nostrils were caked with dead white skin and old snot, and he laughed, a honking, 

horrible noise from his chest. I was panting now, heat was flooding my cheeks and I was losing, I 

was weaker, and he was stronger, and I hated him. 

 He put my hand on the crotch of his jeans. He was yelling, triumphant shouts of laughter 

jetting into my ear, and the jeans felt dirty and coarse and bad. You touched IT! Joe screamed at me. 

 Waves of rage and shame flooded my body. I had no idea what IT was that he was making 

me touch, but it felt all wrong and I wanted to vomit. I finally tore my hand out of his grasp, away 

from the foul smell of his sweat, out of the reality of his ratty, untied shoelaces and the truth about 

my own vulnerability.  

 I hate you, I screamed, and he just kept laughing. You touched IT, he repeated. I ran off the 

playground, furious; with Joe, with myself, with the knowledge that I didn’t have half the power I 

had so gullibly, wholeheartedly believed in, just that morning. My sneakers kicked woodchips as I 

sprinted. I don’t know what I ran towards, exactly, but I know I did not look back. 

 

*** 

 

 Not much changed, after that. I kept drawing pictures of monsters- the imaginary kind- kept 

fighting my mother about my grooming habits, kept getting compliments from teachers. I didn’t tell 

anyone about it, didn’t explain why I had stopped playing tag that day. And I certainly never 

mentioned anything to Joe, or about Joe. He was eliminated from my dialogue.  
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 In fact, that was the only thing that really changed. Before, Joey had been a pitiable outcast; a 

not-cool kid whose parents probably fought too much, with ill-fitting clothes and limited social 

skills. He wasn’t my friend, but he was still another kid, and so we were on the same team. But after 

that day, he became an Enemy, a Loser, someone who deserved to be left out of our games and 

excluded from our conversations. I couldn’t look at him. I hope you choke on your own boogers, 

I’d tell him in my thoughts. I hope you trip on your stupid untied sneakers.  

 We got older and went to fourth and then fifth and finally sixth grade, and I grew horribly 

noticeable breasts under my increasingly baggie t-shirts. I cried and wrapped my body in ace-

bandages to try to make my new curves disappear. But then the shortest, smartest boy in the class, 

who built a computer by himself and is almost definitely some sort of engineer now, passed me a 

note at the end of the school year and officially became my boyfriend. I finally let my mom buy me 

clothes from somewhere besides the boy’s section of Old Navy.  

 My new boyfriend asked me to play outside after school and I stood on the pegs of his 

bicycle and we rode up and down the block, the wind in my hair and my palms leaned on his 

wonderfully bony shoulders as we found balance together. Later that day, we played truth or dare 

back at that same playground, and we dared to share a first kiss, which was approximately .2 seconds 

in length and never happened again.  

 In middle school, I joined the soccer team and the ski team and the swim team and made 

new best friends and collected boyfriends that usually last about a week or two before I dumped 

them by leaving notes in their lockers. I liked that they never got the chance to disagree. I kept the 

power of no all for myself.  

 I got older and fell in love, fell out of love, broke hearts and had mine broken. I told them 

sorry, but no. Unfortunately, my no was too often crushed under the demands of men, men who 

were friends, a friend who did not understand how to ask, only to take, only to force, only to break.  
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 Again, I did not tell. The shame of my powerless person was enough of a burden to carry; 

pity would break me. I got older, moved west in an old car filled with skis and books. These men 

were new to me, but the story was the same. Driving home alone from the grocery store at night, my 

hands gripped on the steering wheel because the man in the car next to me wouldn’t stop staring. I 

look over at the shadow behind the wheel and his car swerves towards mine, I’m slamming on the 

brakes and trying not to go into the ditch but he keeps tailing me, his bumper nearly kissing mine 

until a police vehicle passes and I escape onto a county road, driving much too fast the entire way 

home. I shouldn’t have looked, it’s safer to pretend, eyes on anything but the man watching you; I 

should know better than to look into the mouth of the kraken.  

 But the kraken will bite whether you are looking or not, and my silence wouldn’t hide me 

from the beasts. I’m old enough to know, now, that telling the story is part of taking power back. 

Words are both shield and sword. 

 I’m old enough now to know that Joe’s childhood was not a happy one, that the reason why 

he wore the same clothes and smelled stale and dirty was because his family couldn’t afford anything 

more. Old enough to recognize that we are all victims of our own constructions, jailed within our 

narratives like the hamsters in their tanks. Old enough that I know Joe’s days as a kid were a lot 

rougher than my own, and although I don’t forgive him, I don’t resent him anymore. 

 I do still wonder how the idea to do something like that came into Joe’s mind. Did someone 

do this same thing to him? He was a lonely kid; who knows what kind of man he is now. Maybe he 

still sits, slouched and alone, at the wrong end of the lunch table. I think of him sitting alone on the 

school bus, and the heavy emptiness of the seat beside him. Or maybe Joe has a vibrant, full life, 

with a partner who kisses his cheek and lets him know he is loved. Maybe he learned something that 

day on the playground, too.  
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 I’m old enough to know all this, but I’m not so old that I wouldn’t recognize Joe if I ran into 

him at the grocery store. I’m sure he would remember me, too. I remember all this, and I’m young 

enough to form new memories. I’m not so old that I wouldn’t still enjoy playing tag, or running the 

wrong way up a slide, or drawing pictures of fantastic monstrous creatures. I’m young enough that I 

still believe we can do better; I won’t allow myself to imagine otherwise.  

 I haven’t forgotten how it feels to jump off the swing; suspended, for a perfect moment, 

above the blurry, beautiful world below. 
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V. To Be Clean  
      
     
 

Here is something that I think about, when I decide it is time to not think. I will stand in the 

shower, hot water scorching away memory, and pick up the soap.  

 

*** 

 

 Bathroom floors are not inviting, not the way that red-toned rugs on bedroom floors are. 

But the ascetics soothe me; hints of cleaning products and glimmering tile in white steel light. I feel 

two dimensional. The world becomes simple, safety on the predictable squares beneath my feet. 

 

*** 

 

 I scrub at my shoulders with a deteriorating loofa, the purple folds unraveling in my palm. I 

crumple the fabric and work the suds into my skin, into the pores and folds and spaces of my shape, 

letting the concept of clean vibrate through my bones.  

 

The water doesn’t take what I offer. 

 

*** 

 

 I’m sorry, he tells me.  
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He is crying and shaking, this man-boy, this friend of mine, this college child wearing fraying 

flannel and torn pants. We stand in my dorm room, tired notes of music floating in the distance. I 

am nodding, looking towards the window.  

 

I am so sorry, his mouth is telling me, and I am standing as still as possible, because to 

acknowledge his apology means that I have become a statistic, a checkmark in the sad story of 

womanhood, a quotient of fearful female.  

 

 His sobs are echoing, and I am gagging, choking, refusing to accept this new definition of 

self that he has forced upon me. Into me. I don’t want to let this be reality, so I give him tissues to 

wipe his face before he leaves my room. If they don’t know, then I am not and nothing is new.   

 

*** 

 

 If he hadn’t cried, I could have pretended.  

 

Except for the rust- colored blood stain like a stamp on the seat on my jeans. I put the pants 

in a plastic grocery bag and tie the top too many times. Then another bag, and more knots, double 

knot, triple. In the middle of the night I go to the dumpster and throw away the evidence: I will not 

be the victim. 

 

Except for the incontinence. I wet my pants while grocery shopping at Kroger’s. I feel the 

warmth spread and reach for the instant oatmeal, maple and brown sugar. On car rides with friends 

I make bright and breezy jokes about tiny bladders. It’s just too much coffee, I should cut back. 
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Except for the trip to the clinic. The nurse who is searching my eyes for more details. The 

doctor, whose voice is clipped and quiet, trying to contain her anger, saying you need to report this. 

I tell her that I am fine, everything is fine, and my foot is pressing down on the gas the whole drive 

home. Pity is written in the script and I fast forward, flying over sympathy like slicing through mist. 

If you move quickly enough, it’s like nothing was ever there. 

 

*** 

 

 There is something new to scream about in the endless nightmare of political dysmorphia. A 

man with a red face is shouting that he didn’t do anything, she is lying, she is faking, she would have 

said something sooner if it was true.  

 

She wasn’t raped, I didn’t do it. 

 

 A well-meaning neighbor is walking his daughters’ dog: a pug. We stand in the sunshine and 

the neighbor tells me she is lying, she is faking it, she would have said something sooner if it was 

true.  

 

She wasn’t raped, he didn’t do it.  

 

I smile and tell this neighbor that such an unspeakable action happens to many women who 

stay silent; that this happened to me, and I have not told. It’s been a decade. I didn’t want to be a 
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victim, I explain, so I said nothing. He tells me he is sorry and gazes into the passing traffic until I 

walk inside. 

*** 

 

 When the water is too hot, when it burns my skin and I hold my breath, reality can be folded 

into perfectly straight lines and there is no one to blame. I do not feel anything except the heat. The 

shampoo bottle dispenses synthetic suds, the water never falters, and I am reduced to this singular 

space. The porcelain is white and blank and all you need to do is scrub for a while and watch as the 

stains slip out of sight. 

 

*** 

 

 I scrape my fingernails over the bar of soap and feel the suds slip across my shoulders. I let 

the heat scour my scalp, squint into the steam and listen to the drain gulp down emotions. In the 

pools moving past my feet, there is release.  

 

I twist the handle off and let the door glide open; hot mist darts into the bedroom, the 

fugitive remains of my thoughts. Pale daylight comes in sideways through the blinds, and there is 

nothing left to do except get dressed and let myself forget.  

 

I wonder about the way that soap is the purest form of clean, and whether I am made up of 

more than memory. 
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VI. When Thunder Sings Alone 

 

The day is fading quickly. I watch the last threads of sunlight sew themselves into a dark 

quilt of forest, trees stretching into the horizon. Evening pushes into the sky, birds quit their 

conversations, and the shadows reach for one and other in the cooling air. 

The sunsets of the Southwest are nostalgic; colors fade quickly, blending with the pale green-

yellow of the grass. City sounds melt away and the trains that heave their way through Flagstaff are a 

distant whisper. I am racing the escaping light; running, tracing the topography with my feet, almost 

back home. The dirt road whispers memories of rain, and I look at the lonely indents where puddles 

might have lived. Plumes of dust spin behind the logging trucks that travel up and down the road; 

the trees watch with dismay. I pick up my pace and race the darkness to my doorstep. 

At home, the porch light flickers on, sharp and bright, a cacophony of human fantasies. I 

take off my shoes and stuff cookies in my mouth, my back turned against the man and dog to whom 

I belong, the family that belongs to me. Kieko beats her tail against the air and presses her nose 

against my knee to remind me that I have hands for petting. Your mom called, Derek tells me. She 

said the woods, behind your house, where you used to run all the time? Have been sold to a 

developer.  

We pet the dog. I know, I tell him. Nobody knows what to do.  

He gives me a one shouldered shrug. I’m going to find that part, Derek says. For the water 

pump. We need water. I need a shower.  

I nod. Good luck, I say. I am feeling benevolent, so I do not mention that he has gotten the 

wrong part for this project three times already, or the fact that his knuckles are raw from trying and 

failing to get the hoses connected. Whenever Derek works on the plumbing, the dog and I go sit 
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outside together and listen to him curse at the kitchen appliances. No matter how loudly he yells at 

the pipes, the water refuses to cooperate. 

I kiss his cheek and listen to the sound of his car wheels crunching over the dry ground, 

fading as he drives away. I wave goodbye through the window, but he doesn’t see. Night presses 

against the house and I push back, sealing the door shut. If I’m not careful, the door will stay 

cracked and the cold will creep inside.  

I sit down at the table and look at Kieko, who is watching her empty bowl. I busy myself 

with giving her dinner and attention; I turn on music and sweep the house- all 150 square feet of 

floor- send messages to friends who might respond. If I keep myself occupied, I won’t have to 

worry about what being alone with the silence might feel like. I won’t have to think about the 

ground beneath us, gasping with thirst; I won’t have to worry about water. 

 

*** 

 

When we first started building the house, we were warned that it was coming: monsoon 

season. It was April, and we had until late June, they said. That’s when the rains would come to 

Flagstaff. Thunderstorms were going to hurl themselves across the sky without respite, and the 

wildflowers would put on their most colorful outfits. We knew we had to hurry.  

The house, or the ‘shed on wheels’, as we like to call it, is 23 feet long and 8 feet wide. The 

biggest crocodiles in the world are as big as this house, I would think, as I stripped the drill bit of the 

impact drill. I could be in the Amazon, balanced on the spiny back of a modern dinosaur. Instead, I 

was standing in our half-built disaster, watching the sky through the space where the roof was 

supposed to sit.  
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There wasn’t enough time in the day to squeeze in time on the trail. My running muscles lost 

their spring; I became irritable and tired, confined to our human plans and thirsty for movement. 

The trees sighed as I spilled salt-water down my cheeks. Our failure to finish the house rang in my 

mind and I was exhausted from not being able to move away from myself. Kieko followed us 

around carrying a frisbee that we didn’t have time to throw. 

We sawed up pieces of ply board into crooked triangles that almost fit where they belonged; 

we bought the wrong parts for the wrong projects, over and over again. We bickered and swore at 

the dusty pieces of a home we could not put together. I angled words like a sword against the dust, 

fighting uselessly with tools I kept on destroying, and Derek slammed his hands onto the 

floorboards that insisted on pulling apart from one and other.  

 The house was not done, and the monsoons were coming.  

 

*** 

 

 I am running again, short, shuffling steps accompanied by short, panting breaths. The dirt 

road splits, reaches arms into the forest like veins from the heart. I follow the path of least 

resistance, my feet slapping against the ground as gravity carries me downhill.  

Behind me, Kieko is sniffing at the air, and casting nervous glances at the darkening clouds. 

Thunder rumbles and groans, and I beat a fearful rhythm with my footsteps. Kieko dashes ahead, 

the little bell on her collar jingling as she darts, unleashed, through the forest.          

 The house sleeps in a nest of trees under the charcoal sky. We race home as raindrops kiss 

our limbs; this is the water we have been waiting for, the monsoons we have been warned about. I 

watch the ceiling for leaks as the storm arrives, the thunder raising her voice into a whip against the 

world. Kieko puts her head in my armpit, and I press kisses on her damp furry shoulder.  
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 It is over too soon. The sun fights back, and the storm slides to the east, leaving us with 

memories of moisture. Lightning flashes melodies but the thunder sings alone; the clouds break up 

and glide away. No more rain, I tell Kieko. She sighs and goes back to sleep, and when Derek gets 

home, he wrestles with the plumbing until dark, losing another battle in an endless war for water.  

 

*** 

 

 People are shaking their heads. It is the driest monsoon season in Flagstaff’s recorded 

history. The dust coats our eyelids, our tires sending clouds of dirt behind the car like a veil. We are 

married to the radio as the fire remains uncontained. People are evacuated, and still the smoke grows 

like a sickly grey mold against the blue of the sky. The mountain disappears; children wear bandanas 

over their faces. 

One morning we get a knock on the door: there is a wildfire less than a mile up the road. I 

watch the trucks race by with hoses dangling, limp from overuse. We load our bicycles and books 

into the car— the things we cannot live without—and escape. Kieko wiggles her body onto the 

center console, sighing deeply and looking forlorn. I scour Google for news on the fire, for the 

weather forecast that shows me a picture of a burning sun, 82 degrees. 

 We go home and I rake pine needles away from the house, eyeing the horizon. Derek sprays 

water in a circle around our wooden home, raising his eyebrows at the sky and laughing too loud 

against the silence. Kieko’s white fur becomes a pale brown, and my skin is itchy. When will the 

water work? I ask Derek. He doesn’t know, it isn’t working like it’s supposed to. He’s trying 

everything but the sink spits air and doesn’t explain.  

 We shake our heads at each other, at the water that is not there. 
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*** 

 

 It’s late fall, and Flagstaff is cold this morning. The sun rises against a pale blue sky, pushing 

the night away and waking up the weary trees. I lace my running shoes into sloppy double knots, 

twist my hair into a braid, and find a rhythm with my feet. Kieko follows reluctantly; she hates to 

leave the house unguarded.  

 Dust dances behind me, little plumes with every step. Ponderosa pines frown at the empty 

logging trucks roaring up the road, and the driver scowls back at me. My back grows a patch of 

sweat, and the jingling of the dog’s bell keeps pace with my hurried breathing. The melody of our 

movement is the only noise that breaks the calm. 

 We run through the unquenched forest under a blank slate of sky. The storms that did not 

bring rain are a faded memory now, bleached away by the relentless months of sunlight. Maybe the 

winter will bring snow, and maybe the next monsoon season will be better. The plumbing is still a 

work in progress; maybe we will get it right next week. But for now, all we can do is watch the sun 

rise and fall, trying to understand what we are doing wrong, over and over again. 
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VII. Languages We Understand 

 

 

It is another summer sunset, and the trees are still and waiting. Amber fingers of sunlight 

trace the outline of my shadow. The dog pants in the dull, broken grass, the yard spreading bare and 

rocky beneath her. We watch the fence grow teeth in a darkening sky. 

Another summer night, and the rains are gone, leaving dusty earth and nervous humans to 

worry. This fear is foreign to me, an East coast transplant in the dry landscapes of the West. My 

childhood was full of moody skies and shouting family, and I am unnerved by the silence of the pine 

trees, parched and resting in the weary soil.  

The forest breathes out, a mourning dove calls to her children; the evening waits, like an 

intake of breath with no release. Kieko— the dog— stands up, stretching her hind legs behind her 

as she rises. Time to go inside, and so I mix another drink to keep the night at bay, turn on the fan 

to mute the darkness. When I sit down at the table, Kieko puts herself at my feet. I trace lines across 

her fur with my toes, and she watches the door with eyes half shut. 

My partner Derek is away, and so for this week the dog and I are a peerless set of queens. 

Our small dominion is bright and safe; a splash of light in the sleeping forest. I close the door 

against the thickening frenzy of insects who are searching for a way out of the night. With moonrise 

come hordes of moths, throwing their bodies frantically against the screens. I turn up the fan to 

drown out their hysterical flight.  

We climb into bed, our bodies sprawling across the space where Derek’s shape belongs. The 

nights are mine and I waste them. A headache slouches in the corner of my eyes. I tell myself to go 

to sleep, but my bladder kicks and whines until I get up and go outside, crouching to pee in the 

moonlit yard.  
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Back in bed and a line of ants has turned the windowsill into a highway. I squash them with 

my thumb, apologizing for murder until I can no longer forgive myself. The ants march ahead, 

undeterred by the corpses staining the path.  I turn away and practice staying still. Heat draws lines 

of sweat between my legs and I kick the blankets to the bottom of the bed.  

Kieko licks my arm and sighs into my armpit. I love you, I tell the wisps of fur behind her 

ears. We drift into the night, the moon singing to the stars in a language I do not understand.  

 

*** 

 

We are losing a battle with the wasps. 

The day is here, brilliant light pouring across the yellowing grass and bouncing off the tree 

trunks. I sit at the kitchen table and look out the window. The glass separates me from the warmth 

and so I open the front door to be closer to the morning.  

Immediately, a wasp charges through, wings drumming to the tune of conquest. I duck my 

head and run backwards, quickly slamming the door. The wasp throws its body against the window; 

the glass is a prison and no one is safe. Kieko finds all four feet and runs to my rescue, a soft growl 

to match the hum of her nemesis.  

The wasp bangs against another window, and I fan a ceramic plate in defense, making waves 

in the air. We stand in the kitchen and watch the movements of this sharp body, a dangerous being 

that is smaller than my pinky finger. The wasp turns sharply and swoops down towards our heads, 

and Kieko snaps at the air. 

No! You don’t want to eat this, I tell her. She turns and runs up to the top of the stairs to 

watch. 
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I open the door just slightly. Go, go, go, I say to the wasp, but the wasp does not 

understand, and continue to crash against the glass that separates us from the day outside. Go, go, 

go, and the wasp is too frantic, and I cannot explain. 

I wave my plate and Kieko gives a sharp bark and the wasp miraculously finds the open door 

and disappears. 

Relief. We return to our previous positions, my body seated at the kitchen table, looking out 

the window, furry body curled at my feet. Five minutes later and I cannot resist the temptation of 

sunlight and I open the front door.  

Instantly, a wasp is inside, and we are at war again. 

 

*** 

 

Weeds limp against the heat of the sun, and a layer of dust coats the base of every tree in the 

forest. I sit with my back against the sky, feet tapping in the dirt as I wait. A car hurtles itself down 

the road, leaving stories of dust in the air. Kieko picks her chin up off her paws for a moment; not 

him. Not yet. 

A mourning dove coos her regret to the evening sky. Clouds wave between the branches 

above us but I keep my hands in my lap, tracing the years I wear on my palms.  

I ask Kieko if she knows when he will be home. She doesn’t. I ask her if she knows how to 

fix the plumbing, because I am sure I’m doing nothing right. I ask her if she can make the rain come 

back, and whether the sky can hear our pleas for moisture. 

But she does not understand, and the sky cannot answer, and the tired earth tells me that we 

are little more than dry, heaving breaths in this landscape of lonely trees.  
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*** 

 

Derek and I watch each other over dinner plates. He smiles and his hair celebrates being 

back home by standing up in every direction. I show him a new train of ants, hauling the vacant 

body of a moth across the floor. We watch them work, and agree, once again, that humans have a 

long way to go.  

I consider doing the dishes, but the unenthusiastic trickle of water coming out of the sink is 

cold, so I find the arms of my human and put them around me. We dance in lazy circles and Kieko 

sleeps at the bottom of the stairs, an endless conga-line of ants at our feet as the moths clamor at the 

door. The wasps have gone to bed and the mourning dove has turned in, leaving the owls and 

coyotes to start their shift. 

The minutes slide into the darkness and I tell Derek that we should name the spider that 

lives on the window over the kitchen table.  

Yeah? What’s her name going to be? 

I’m not sure, but she lives here. He nods and we throw moth corpses into her web. She 

comes out and looks around, her legs moving frighteningly quickly, but she doesn’t acknowledge our 

gifts.  

Oh well. We use our fingers to pick the pans clean and leave the mess for tomorrow. The 

spider has gone back to bed and left the dead bugs hanging in her web. Maybe she will feel hungry 

in the morning. 

The night pushes on and our eyes start to soften, smiles blurring as we press kisses on each 

other’s cheeks. He is tired, he says. It is so good to be home, and we pull the dog onto our laps for 

belly rubs. She lets us love her, sleepy and content in our arms. A queen, basking in the adoration of 

her subjects. 
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Derek puts himself to bed and I slip outside into the night. Kieko double-checks the yard 

and the air gnaws at my bare skin, urging us to retreat. Instead, I press myself against the darkness 

and feel the night press back, wrapping me in an embrace I cannot see. Kieko stands beside me as 

the coyotes share tall tales and although I do not understand, we stay and listen.  

 

*** 

 

So this is morning. Or maybe afternoon already. But either way, we are up and outside, 

moving things around the yard and feigning productivity. Kieko is outside with us, moving her paws 

through the dirt and watching her humans.  

That’s when it happens.  

No! He is shouting at the dog. 

I run towards her. She holds one wing in her teeth, shaking the dove through the air, the 

bird’s eyes roving wildly. Small, soft feathers spiral gently.  

No! I cry, but it is too late for this word.  

The bird flies out of her mouth like a sandbag in a game of corn hole, body thunking against 

the ground with a terrible heft. The wing bones stick out into the sunlight, the tendons of arm bright 

and bloody against downy green feathers. I shout: No! 

Kieko runs into the house, not understanding that the killing was what we were bothered by; 

that we didn’t want the bird to be dead; not understanding our human-people sentiments with her 

animal-people thoughts. 

The bird bleeds against the ground, and we shake our heads at each other.  

She didn’t know. Dogs don’t know. 
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Now the bird flaps, broken and dying, letting out gentle coos. I turn my head away, and 

Derek picks up a plank of wood. 

No, I ask him.  

I’m sorry, he says. I have to— the bird is— suffering.  

No, I repeat. Kieko whines from inside; she does not understand.  

The bird blinks at the stick and drags the broken wing through the dirt.  

He picks up the wood and I turn away. One whack, two, and again, and finally it is over. We 

take the body into the woods and cover it with leaves; a present for lonely coyotes. The bird looks 

away from us, feathers sending sparkles of purples and greens across the orange forest floor. 

We walk to the house, open the door, and Kieko comes back outside, to sniff the killing site.  

It’s your fault, I say to her, but she does not understand. 

I forgive you, I say to her, but she does not understand.  

Come here, I say to her, and she kisses my knee and it is over. 
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VIII. Invasion of the Hissing Beetles & How to Live Through the Night 

 

 Out where we live, time is measured by entomological battles. As of this first thunderstorm 

of the summer, we are at war with the Ten-lined June Beetles, also known as the watermelon beetle, 

or the hissing beetle. 1 

 These flying, hard-shelled beasts are a brand-new presence here at our home in the forest. 

Prior to their arrival, our main foe had been the moth. All kinds of moths, really, with one defining 

shared characteristic: a hysterical addiction to light and a frantic flight-and-fight style of attack. 

Demented dive-bombs into faces, walls and windows are the typical battle tactic of the moth. Us 

humans fight back with stealthy approaches, paperback book in hand: whap! If you rush the kill-

strike, you’ll miss; patience is essential to moth-murder. 

 But that night, we hear a loud thwunk against the window glass, followed by another. Thwunk. 

Thwack. Something big is banging, trying to get in. Derek and I take turns pulling our eyebrows 

together in escalating furrows, and I go outside to investigate.   

 Immediately my head is swooped by a large whirring shadow, and I sprint off the deck into 

the darkness. What are you? I ask the dark blurs that ping off the windows and throw their bodies at 

the porch light. There are dozens of these mystery bugs, giant and noisy and intent on entering our 

home. One comes charging towards my face and I duck and flap my arms, all semblance of dignity 

quickly evaporating. Another slams itself into the side of the house and bounces across the dirt, 

hissing violently. It is stuck on its back, waving six useless limbs in the air and getting nowhere. I 

stand above, watching with an odd mixture of resentment and fascination, as it flails helplessly. After 

 
1 At least that’s what I think they are. I’ve studied the photos extensively, but my unscientific eyes are as susceptible to 
error as any human. I’m certainly no entomologist myself, but other, much more informed people have agreed with my 
identification of these creatures. 
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a minute I poke the bug with a stick to flip it back over, and the beetle hisses and clacks as it pushes 

up and away into the night. 

 I’ve never seen these beetles here before, or anywhere. I dart back inside, and we spend the 

evening flinching at the sound of bodies smashing into the sides of our home. And the next evening, 

and the one after. Sunsets begin to take on a new significance, a more dangerous and volatile 

meaning. The relentless crashing and hissing and whizzing never becomes normal. Just when you 

begin to trust the silence of the night, the fragile peace is broken once again.  

 

*** 

 

  From the perspective of these beetles, and the moths before, our house in the forest is a 

temple of lies. Imagine: the darkness in sheets around you, predators lurking and no hope on the 

horizon. You move without intention, moving just to move, in desperate flight towards tomorrow.  

 Suddenly, there is a light, in this nighttime forest where light doesn’t belong. Golden beams 

are calling you, and your body answers without pause. You flap your wings harder, beating back the 

darkness as you hurl towards hope. You are hungry for safety, for warmth, for survival, and so you 

fly as hard as you are able, and throw your body into the open eyes of this waiting paradise— 

 only to be tossed backwards, tricked and broken by the false embrace of a light that was too 

good to be true in the first place.  

 

*** 
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 While I sit on the stairs and pretend to be a hissing beetle 2 the tea kettle starts to shriek. Tea 

is tradition, ritual, prayer, always with honey and sometimes with milk, best with cookies for dipping. 

The brands of tea that have tags with a quote are the best; you must choose the specific tea bag that 

your hand is drawn to, and do not read the tea tag fortune until you have taken a sip. This sip seals 

your fate, so that you cannot reject the tea tag quote, even if it wasn’t what you wanted to hear. I 

drink tea with reverence and always leave at least a little bit left in the cup. 

 Tea-time at my parent’s house is always the same: my family argues about religion (bad), 

politics (worse), education (important) and who said what with an attitude (my sister). My mom will 

scream, my dad will scoff, I will become unbearably arrogant and everyone will yell. But now, in our 

small forest home on the other side of the continent, I drink tea on my own.  

 Today’s tea tag tells me that love will endure, or that through love, we’ll endure, or 

something. This feels overly sentimental and I sip this fate with impatience. I scroll through the 

news on my phone, my thumb pushing past one disaster after another. The onslaught of heartbreaks 

in each headline makes my chest feel tight; my tea grows cold as I read. I am bombarded by stories 

of suffering, of death, disease, racism, homelessness, hunger, the desperation of people in these 

desperate times. Every day feels darker. The comedians can hardly laugh at their own jokes anymore. 

 I am trapped in this tidal wave of news, like a fly in glue. I tell myself to stop scrolling, get 

up, go outside, do something. Escape. But I sit with a cup of forgotten tea, each sentence crashing 

against my heart like the beetles beating against the walls of my house. 

 

*** 

 
2 My scientist friends remind me to use the official name, but I can’t get over the satisfaction of a name with the sound 
of the being embedded within its title. Like a bug zapper or a fly swatter, your tongue sends a story to the ears.  
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 It is evening, and I have decided to take a risk. As the shadows slink through the branches, I 

will not stay indoors. I pour myself some lemonade, pulverize the mint and mix in some Tito’s; this 

is my witchy brew du jour. I have not left the house today, and I need some way to mark the passage 

outside. I take my drink, walk into the yard to the least-broken lawn chair and sit down to watch the 

sunset.  

 The shadows gain substance, and I feel invigorated by their company. My senses grow more 

alert; the beetles will be coming soon. I sit and sip and prepare myself as the forest murmurs in 

anticipation. Moths begin to arrive, hunting for light, but I made sure to keep the porch light off. 

Ravens gather on a nearby tree. A mosquito drifts towards me and I scowl at this old enemy, 

swatting it away and concentrating fiercely on the purple undersides of the clouds. I will enjoy this 

sunset. 

 A hissing, somewhere nearby. The sound of large bug-bodies pinging on the front door. I 

cannot see the beetles, but I know they are here. The dog stands and shakes, runs up the porch 

steps. I shake my head at such disloyalty and tell her to stay and be brave. She shifts from foot to 

foot, impatient with such foolishness. Don’t you know about the beetle-hour, human? The purple 

clouds have vanished into an indigo sky. Thwunks echo from the window-glass, and I pour out the 

remains of my drink in defeat, the dusty ground soaking up the moisture immediately.   

 I am almost to the front porch when it hits me. I shriek as the bony shell slams into my bare 

shoulder, feeling tiny, sticky feet swimming up my arm. With frantic flicks, I send the beetle flying, 

and it lands in the dirt, spitting long and angry S’s and crawling towards the house. I crouch and 

glare. The beetle’s brown shell is punctuated with vertical white stripes that accentuate the 

alarmingly long three inches of its body. It moves six tiny, clawed feet in a rapid and uncoordinated 

crawl. On the top of its head sits the wildest set of antennae I have ever seen; from the tip of each 
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antennae waves a tiny and elaborate mahogany fan. I crouch down for a better look and the beetle 

hisses loudly.  

 I imagine how I look to this creature: a looming moon with a mouth, enormous eyeballs as 

big as its body, giant limbs moving to crush and kill small helpless beings like itself. No wonder 

those clawed feet move so fast. But still, the beetle continues to charge towards me, hissing battle 

cries and showing no fear. I lean back to stand up and retreat, and only just in time; the beetle snaps 

its crusted wings open and leaps into the night, flying away to plot the next attack. I run up the steps 

and throw my body through the front door, the dog sprinting inside before I slam the door shut 

behind us. We settle onto the couch in the unlit house, sitting in the dark until Derek comes home 

and turns the lights on.  

 

*** 

 

 It’s no use, I tell Derek. We cannot stop these beetles any more than we can stop the night. 

He nods mutely, his shoulders slumping in a stained and sun-faded shirt. Body after body crashes 

against the front door, the porch, the window above our bed. A thin crescent of moon smirks at my 

frustration, and I growl at the darkness.  

 We make dinner with limited enthusiasm, bored of our own inventions and flinching with 

each beetle that slams like tiny arrows into the walls of our tiny house. Our wishes and woes feel 

especially tiny tonight, here in this sea of trees, with the beetles hammering against the windows and 

the news pounding from cellphone screens. My chest aches and I wish I could shut off the sounds 

of outside, if only for a few hours, if only to catch my breath.  

 The advertisement in my news feed lectures me and I look without seeing. I swipe my 

thumb on the screen, washing down disappointment with gulps of tea that went cold hours ago. The 
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beetles clamor at the windows and Derek sighs as he sweeps dog hair and dust into a pile that will 

regenerate by the end of tomorrow. 

 When we have scrubbed our dishes and our faces, when the dog has been properly informed 

of our affection, when we have spilled out our worries and hugged our way through hopelessness, 

when our eyes start to burn with tears for tomorrow, we crawl into our bed and switch off the 

bedside lamp. Without the light, the beetles slowly loose interest in their invasion, and in the 

spreading darkness, a quiet peace begins to blossom. I turn my phone on silent and pull the sheets 

around my body like a gossamer cocoon.  

 It’s midnight in the forest, and I take long sips of the summer night, drinking in the silence 

like a long-awaited cup of tea. The beetles are patrolling outside, and the world is still burning, but 

here in the dark, I can finally hear my own heartbeat. I hold on to this noise, to the music my body 

makes simply by surviving, minute by minute, through these heavy nights; holding on to the small 

yet unrelenting rhythm of my tiny, uncertain, human story.  
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IX. A Lesson from Catan 
 

 

It is a Friday night, and we are at a friend’s house about to play a board game called Catan. I 

am notoriously mistrustful of games, especially those that involve a board, and only skilled 

manipulation has resulted in my participation; Derek planned this dinner and game night but only 

told me about the tacos. I eat too much and feed bits of tortilla to the dog, who is equally 

susceptible to being tricked by treats.  

Our bodies make the living room grow warm as Mike and Tricia take turns talking over each 

other. Tricia interrupts Mike to warn us that Mike always wins. He’s merciless, she says, be careful. 

Mike stretches his beanpole body away from the table and rolls his eyes, telling us that Tricia is just 

terrible at Catan, plus she’s a notorious sore loser. Derek belches without covering his mouth and 

goes to get a third helping of tacos. Everyone gives their leftovers to the dog, Kieko, who cares 

nothing for board games involving land ownership.  

The explanations continue. As usual, the rules of the game sound overly complex. I feign 

interest and promptly forget all of the instructions. Mike gets everyone another beer and a tiny 

square of overpriced, fair-trade dark chocolate that is so bitter I gulp beer to wash the taste away. 

The board sits in front of us, colorful hexagons and little house-shaped pieces littered across the 

table. Mike is still talking but for the life of me, I can’t remember a single rule. Once we start to play, 

however, I catch on quickly, and am soon a ruthless competitor.  

Put simply, the point of the game is to spread your little house and road bits across the 

board-world in order to control as many hexagonal plots of land as possible. The more of your 

plastic pieces that you spread across the world, the more powerful you are. As always, power is what 

we are supposed to want above all else. 
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Each hexagon contains a commodity that can be used to develop your “settlements”. Players 

roll the dice in an attempt to collect resources, and the more resources you gain, the more 

settlements you can develop. There are also cards that hold unpredictably valuable resources and lots 

of interesting snags that can set back an unlucky player. Other ways to gain points include collecting 

‘knight’ cards, which can collectively form a standing army reserve; building the longest road, 

regardless of where it goes; developing smaller settlements into larger cities; robbing, hoarding or 

blocking resources; alternatively, forming short-term non-binding alliances, and more. Settlers of 

Catan is simple: control the resources, gain points, and win the game. 

As we play, I am struck by two things: one, I am having fun, and two, this game is 

undoubtedly the purest embodiment of settler-colonialism relationships to landscape I have ever 

experienced. That’s the intention, of course. When Klaus Teuber invented the game in 1995— 

released first in Germany, and the following year in the States— he was heavily influenced by 

multiple well-known economic theories, such as price theory, threat point and zero-sum game. 

These theories are widely employed in the international relations realm, and Teuber has developed a 

game that puts these ideas into action with an almost-eerie effortlessness. Catan is one of the most 

popular board games of all time, and I’m beginning to understand why. Kieko settles down at our 

feet, bored with our human delight; her relationship to the earth is incompatible with the rules of 

Catan.  

I rake the dog’s fur with my bare toes and get into the rhythm of the game. I am scheming, 

plotting for control, maneuvering for more. I watch Derek spread his reign across the grasslands 

where my sheep were meant to graze; I feel Mike’s attention on the iron-rich landscape to the left of 

my meager settlement. I imagine wind beating against the small plastic roofs while these unwelcome 

forces press in from either side.  
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Across the board, against the far ocean, Tricia has access to only one field of wheat and an 

empty desert, where nothing will ever grow. If one of her sheep wandered too far, it would surely 

turn to a bleached set of bones before long. I knew we should have been neighbors; now there is no 

way to fight the will of these men, our beloved enemies whose rules we have no choice to accept. I 

trade in my small hut for a castle, doubling my resource intake with each turn.  

Fun aside, the implications of Catan are hard to ignore. Your choice of placement and 

movement on the board-landscape has nothing to do with what these ‘places’ might look like, smell 

like, feel like. The point is not to imagine or engage with the landscape, but to use it. Hexagons, or 

regions, are understood to be valuable as commodity, not as community. Land is not home but a 

stepping-stone to gaining more points. Invisible, intangible points are valuable only within the 

construct of the game. Spiritual connection to place is laughable— that the players understand land 

as possession and as a means to an end is a basic premise of the game.  

For the rules of Catan to seem so obvious to us is a product of more than just an impeccably 

designed and engaging board game. We force laughter at how eerily accurate this game embodies 

settler colonialism and the practice of commodification. Frankly, the name alone was indication 

enough of such land ethics, but our unwavering enthusiasm for acting out such patterns of abuse is 

jarring. 

I want to keep talking about this, but I need to focus on blocking any expansion of Derek’s 

access to a trading port near my town. I protect my settlement and acquire more sheep than I know 

what to do with, and toy with the idea of a new city.  

Within three turns, the hexagons transform from living earth into math equations, and I add 

miles to my road, headed towards the forest. I have completely abandoned my instinct to be drawn 

to a place by instinct or aesthetics. Mike already has the longest road, but I need lumber, if I want to 

build another settlement. Tricia is, as predicted, losing by an impossible amount and she starts 
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waving her cards in the air, offering wheat to anyone who might need it. Derek makes a grab for 

them, but I am quicker, like always, and I grin into my new assets and pour the rest of my beer down 

my throat.  

Mike glares at Tricia because she is not being loyal to him when she gives her cards to 

anyone else. He brings us all water, including a bowl for Kieko, which she laps up loudly, spraying 

the kitchen floor and turning the ground into a slip and slide. Tricia gets up and wipes the floor with 

a rag, pausing to give the dog a few pets and I tell them the tacos were delicious while Derek rolls a 

joint that no one actually wants to smoke. I study the maps on the walls and wonder: under whose 

authority are these boundaries being written into being?  

 

*** 

 

Three rounds later, Mike wins the game in a rush of well-calculated development, Tricia 

flicks him on the nose, and Derek picks up Kieko and puts her over his shoulders like a scarf, 

something he loves to do but both the dog and I hate. I make Derek put her down and feed her 

more cheese. We agree to play again and the conversation drifts towards gardening, and the half-

hearted potatoes that Tricia and Mike grew last year. I think about what it might be like, to have my 

own garden, in land that belongs to me, in land that I belong to.  

My relationship with landscape is a nuanced affair. I am the descendent of white European 

settlers, the daughter of a very New York union between a lapsed Catholic father from the South 

Bronx and a highly educated immigrant Russian-Jewish mother. These parents of mine happen to 

share an unparalleled appreciation for the natural world, a viral love that is imprinted upon my 

bones and blood and hair, infused in my DNA.  
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We spent summers in the forest, my mother collecting chanterelle mushrooms, my father 

watching ripples snake across the surface of the lake. Dank and musty hollows held enigmatic 

shadows, and my sister and I would crawl inside these burrows, taking quiet sips of air from the 

safety of our dens. In our classrooms, they kept the windows closed and told us that same sad story: 

once upon a time, the Iroquois and Algonquin people lived here, and so we spent months building 

miniature longhouses and imagining this other life; but then I found arrowheads in my backyard and 

that ‘long ago’ became ‘just before’, and when I got older I learned that the romantic ‘used to but no 

longer’ myth was a way to assert power over the landscape. 

I moved to the Southwest and found the triumphant American story of western expansion 

rested thin and threadbare across the mountain-deserts of the West. I fell in love with these places in 

which I am both visitor and resident, but never owner. Mountainscapes slide into the glowing, arid 

canyon country with gravity-defying grace. I have lived in California, Colorado, Idaho, and now 

Arizona. Flagstaff becomes home for one year, two years, then three. I want to be a part of these 

places, to grow roots, to belong, to become more than a visitor or traveler or passerby. But 

inevitably, the time will come for me to leave again.  

For now I am still living here, in northern Arizona. The Dine, Utes and Apaches and many 

other Indigenous people call this land home, with thirty-six tribes recognized in the state of Arizona, 

and the Navajo nation spanning four states. The treaty of 1868 initially established the boundaries of 

Navajo reservation, but it has since been significantly expanded. I load myself and Kieko in the car 

for a weekend trip to the craggily peaks of Colorado, drive north through the reservation and a 

small, battered road sign tells me that I have crossed the border. I press in the brakes as I enter, but 

the landscape says nothing, the red cliffs watching as I pass. 

I stop for gas, and the woman at the counter asks me if I need anything else while she holds 

a toddler on one hip, her free hand flitting over the register to give me back three dollars. I imagine 
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trading wheat or sheep, like I would in Catan, but in this world money is the winner-takes-all card. 

Outside, Kieko waits in the car and refuses to go outside to pee; she was found frozen in a 

cardboard box here as a puppy and is terrified that we will leave her behind. You are mine, I tell her, 

and I am yours. I will never abandon you, my Kieko, but still she will not get out of the car. I say her 

name over and over, as if by naming I can protect her, tether us together with love. She rests her 

head on the center console and sighs.  

We drive along the curving roads, winding our way past a closing coal mine, looking out on 

jagged rock formations that caress a purple-melon sky. I turn up the music in my Toyota Rav-4 (just 

two years new, with mileage less than 15k), catch a glimpse of my own eyes in the rearview mirror; 

my blue gaze is silent. I slide the window open to let the air conditioning out and the evening in, and 

there is a smell of stew and campfire in the evening air. The warm air whips my blonde hair across 

my face and I eat dried fruit: mango, pineapple, kiwi. A dog that looks like Kieko, with sharp ribs 

and tattered ears, trots along the edge of the road, head held high, moving into the distance without 

pause.  

 

*** 

 

A week later, I head out for a bike ride through the mountains in Flagstaff. This range, 

Dook’oo’osłiid, which is comprised of three distinct peaks that soar above 12,000 feet, is sacred to 

thirteen tribes in the region. However, the Forest Service is now legally tasked with managing this 

area, and we have subsequently unnamed the mountains on our maps, only to rechristen them with 

their current title: the San Francisco peaks.  

Mike and Tricia meet us at the trailhead, Kieko yipping with delight as we greet each other. 

We travel up the trail that is bisected by a new logging road. We stop at the junction, staring up at an 
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enormous pile of lumber. Stumps litter the meadow below us, and I cannot help but think of the 

Catan board, where the hexagons of forest stay green and lush. No matter how many trees you cut 

down for lumber on Catan, there will always be more. I look down the barren slope and the wind 

pushes dust across the field, spinning clouds of dirt through the tree-stump tombstones.   

Derek asks me if I would like to play Catan tonight, since I clearly enjoyed it the last time. 

Of course I want to play, but I can’t help but feel deeply conflicted. If playing Catan is, in so many 

ways, emblematic of understanding land as commodity rather than relationship, should I refuse to 

play, and if I did refuse, what would that do?  

Derek and I dream-speak of the days when we might be able to have our own property, of 

owning land— subverting the oppressive rent-paying hustle—and I am forced to question the depth 

of my convictions. Perhaps my Catan-inspired realizations are just as shallowly felt as the broken 

treaties of the U.S. government. Or maybe I am simply just another an unwilling victim of 

colonization, waking but unable to subvert the paradigm. Perhaps I am as hungry and desperate like 

every other being, desperately grasping at a world that we can never keep.   

 

*** 

 

We don’t play Catan that night. Instead, I find myself outside, the trees silent while the 

moon watches behind slips of cloud. The darkness buzzes evening hymns; pine needles whisper 

unfounded rumors of rain. I lean my head back, pulling the night into my lungs. My feet knead the 

earth underneath me, and the stars wink at each other. The rules of Catan crumble away as I walk. 

Kieko brings me a stick to throw and I hurl it into the night, her body like white comet flashing 

across the darkness as she runs.  

It is not possible to own the sky. 
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X. The Broken Teeth of Winter Beasts 

 

 Overnight, the snow on the roof has grown teeth. Under the blinking eye of the sun, the 

three feet of powder sitting above the porch has been transformed into a frozen wave, icicles 

grinning malevolently. Inside, our small box of a house is cluttered with snow gear; boots and skis 

and hats, gloves on the windowsill, the fingers pressed longingly against the glass. The air tastes stale 

and burnt from the space heater that hums in the corner, and I am tired of sitting, so I open the 

front door. 

 I stand in the doorway, a fish gripped within the icy jaws of a house-shaped shark. My dog 

Kieko is wiser than I, and darts quickly into the safety of the yard, her bad knee forgotten in the 

thrill of a winter landscape. Water drips like blood off the icicles that long to crash down around me. 

I back up and shut the door. 

 My second cup of coffee has gone cold, but I take stubborn sips, determined not to waste 

such a precious commodity. I am supposed to be doing something on the computer but there are so 

many somethings to do that I have become immobilized, overwhelmed, so I’m doubling my caffeine 

intake in hopes of growing some gumption. So far, no such luck. 

 Outside, Kieko whines, ready to come in. She leaves little specks of snow on the rug, and I 

let them melt, knowing my socks will get wet. This last snowstorm is the third one this week, an 

accumulation of four feet of snow. The plow truck is broken, and the risk of getting my car stuck 

has kept me confined to the house for the weekend. I try to feign excitement at my isolation, but 

I’ve tried calling everyone in my family already and the icicle swell over the front door is looking 

hungry.  

 I would shovel, but that’s something you’re supposed to avoid with a herniated disc. The 

snow is melting anyway, from powder to mashed potatoes by noon. I punch my low back, hoping to 
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chase the ache away. I would eat something, but am I even hungry, or just bored? Also, standing 

makes my butt cheeks go numb, and I really need to lose weight. I would take the dog for a walk, 

but these are exactly the sorts of icy, uncertain conditions we’ve been advised against. I would leave, 

but the odds of getting stuck are higher than the snowbanks.  

 I open the front door again and sit back down on the couch. Kieko looks at me mournfully, 

standing in a doorway that no one is exiting or entering. I know, I tell her. You’re right. I’m tired of 

being here, in the belly of the beast. I take a breath, stand up, walk outside and yank the shovel out 

of the snowbank like I’m pulling a sword from the sheath. Kieko watches nervously as I stand on 

the porch and smash my blade against the frozen tidal wave above me, letting the snow rain down 

and leaving icicles like crystal teeth littering the porch steps.  

 I walk into the yard and admire my work. I have only broken off the outermost edge of the 

wave, and already the snow is dripping, preparing to advance, to keep me hostage in this tiny, 

adorable, suffocating home. But the sharpest edges of the snow-wave have been dulled, and we can 

take a short break from worrying. I go inside and put on my ski boots, tightening each strap with 

satisfaction.  

 

*** 

 

 I am sliding into sunlight, the light bouncing off the frosted trees and back up into the blue.  

Others have been here before me, and the ski track is smooth and consistent; I am grateful for their 

efforts. Last week I broke the trail myself, heading out in the tail end of the blizzard, and it took me 

three hours to complete what is usually a forty-minute loop.  

 Today, though, the road has been travelled, and people are playing here. In these woods— 

my woods— I do not usually find many of my own kind, but the winter weather calls for 
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celebration. A family drives by towing a sled behind their snowmobile, the kids whooping with joy 

as they surf through the snow. Two dogs chase after their humans, who are skiing down an adjacent 

trail. My own dog is at back the house, in the final weeks of recovery from ACL surgery, and she is 

not pleased about being left behind. I gave her peanut butter and treats in hopes of distracting her, 

but she is a known tantrum-tyrant. I glide my skis faster and move deeper into the forest.    

 The trees here are coated in snow, their limbs waving heavy and solicitously. I step off the 

trail and into the untracked field, marching through the ponderosa pines like I’m moving through a 

crowd at a party, greeting these familiar friends with a smile. The snow is deep and heavy, and my 

legs begin to burn as I make a path up the hill. The light pales as the afternoon advances, but I am 

not afraid in this place, in this forest that I’ve come to know. 

 When I finally turn around, an orange-melon sunset is combing shadows through the trees. I 

place my skis in the track I’d made on the way out and slide myself back home.  

 

*** 

 

 While I was skiing, Kieko exacted her vengeance by ripping apart the dog bed. Little clouds 

of stuffing swirl through the bars of her open-air crate. This gated corner has become her requisite 

home since her surgery, and Kieko resents all of it: the closed door that keeps her from spending the 

night hogging our bed, the water bowl she purposely flips upside down and even, apparently, her 

new extra-cushiony dog bed. I scold her vehemently, making sure to turn my head away to hide my 

laughter, and she is so ashamed that she won’t meet my eye. I shoo her outside and spend the next 

ten minutes collecting and cramming bits of stuffing into the garbage. She paces up and down the 

walkway, too guilty to come inside and dreaming of affection.  
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 Kieko has only started being a destructionist since her knees decided to betray her. She had 

always loved coming home, reveled in being the ruler of these 150 square feet of space, gleefully 

charging around the yard. But now that she has to be here, now that there is nowhere to go, she 

resents the four walls that contain us. I feel the same way, I tell her. It’s a lovely little home when 

you get to leave it behind whenever you’d like. I take out the trash and look at the snow beast 

lurking above the porch; it has slid forward again and looks ready to snap its jaws around me. I sigh 

and smash it with the shovel to buy us more time.  

 Inside, I ignore my back pain to pick up the dog so we can sit on the couch together, and 

she puts her head in my lap. You’re a jealous, naughty tyrant, I tell her. She kisses my hands. The 

night wraps around the house outside and I turn on all the lights, even the bathroom. We float 

through the hours, like a toy ship bobbing in an inky sea. I write stories and memories to use as 

anchors, but the bottom of the night is too deep for my words to reach and I wonder when, if ever, 

we might find land.  

 

*** 

 

 The morning is dazzling, and the melting is accelerated. I simultaneously feel relieved that 

my escape route is opening up and mourn the passing of winter; the seasons are most beautiful 

when they change. This home is an island in the winter months, and life on an island is both idyllic 

and lonesome. We stand in the open door, taking in the day, and I remember that we’re not alone 

out here; the trees are shaking off their limbs in the sunlight and the ravens are philosophizing 

energetically.  

 Kieko is behind me, afraid of the wave of snow that has regenerated overnight. I take my 

shovel-sword and slash at the beast above, sending small chunks flying. I am buoyed by this battle, 
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and Kieko feels safe enough to dart past me into the yard. Still, there is much more looming 

overhead, and I know that we will have to stay vigilant. If I’m patient and careful, though, the sun 

will take care of the rest, and meanwhile the forest is waiting.  

 I call Kieko to me and realize that as of today, she has officially reached the eight-week 

healing mark— she is formally entitled to a taste of freedom. She prances over to me, and I lace up 

my boots, click into my skis, and tether her leash to my waist band. We won’t go far, and it won’t be 

fast, but we can go for just a bit. Together, we leave the house behind, sliding our aching bodies into 

the snowy forest and back to life.   
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